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ATAG is clearly outstanding in supplying products and 
services of excellent quality. ATAG established its leadership 
through providing the most efficient energy consumption, 
with a variety of solutions aimed at consumers, commercial 
projects and utilities. Through a company that has quickly 
demonstrated its striking ability to innovate. Because, at 
ATAG, tomorrow starts today.

ATAG Heating Group maintains a constant ambition to 
be the leading innovator in technology, performance 
and design. Under the umbrella of its holding group, 
ATAG operating companies specialise in high-efficiency 
technology for heating and hot water appliances and for 
solar energy systems. Its headquarters are in the Dutch 
town of Lichtenvoorde, from where ATAG directs the 
development, production and sale of high-value heating 
technology, for both private and professional markets, 
across many international territories.

Mission and corporate profile

Projects & Industry

Whenever high capacity is needed, ATAG can also 
offer house builders and the construction industry 
a wide range of products such as Cascade Systems, 
solar energy systems and central heating appliances. 
Put simply: total solutions for optimum performance 
and efficiency.

Innovation generates success High efficiency technology
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 Super-High efficiency

 Innovation generates succes

 ATAG - your essential connection

Tomorrow starts today

Making possible today what you expect for tomorrow. 
This strong focus on the future is one of the most 
important aspects of the ATAG Heating Group. 
That’s why ATAG believes, tomorrow starts today. 
And is achieved by providing innovative solutions in  
state-of-the-art heating and comfort.

 

A benchmark in the central  
heating market
A single-minded, pro-active approach, a strong 
passion for the product and constant investment 
in research and development have given ATAG 
a clear lead, achieving an exemplary position in 
comfort, energy saving, durability and design. One 
indispensable factor, from production to the end 
user, is ATAG’s sales strategy, based on a network of 
importers and exclusive sales points in an increasing 
number of countries. This smooth, well-oiled chain 
continues to expand and is a logical extension that 
links superior product quality and service

Increasing efficiency     
            through innovation
       Carl Berlo, CEO
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Offering an extensive product range, ATAG is a leader in 
compact, wall-hung, high efficiency condensing gas boilers. 
All ATAG appliances established a long series of success: 
not least because of its inverted burner, to further reduce 
fuel consumption, plus its durable, fully stainless-steel heat 
exchanger. 

ATAG has continued to introduce a host of innovations, 
including ‘Super-High Efficiency’ through continuously 
variable modulation over an extremely wide range, 
complemented by self-regulating sensor technology.

Apart from its central heating range, with such bestsellers as 
the advanced Q- and E-Series and the attractive and extremely 
efficient A-Serie, ATAG also supplies environmentally 

ATAG Products
friendly solar energy systems. Here, sunlight absorbers 
work in combination with a solar cylinder to provide hot 
water. From this technology comes the hybrid “Q-Solar”, 
a major breakthrough appliance that integrates a central 
heating boiler and a solar cylinder to provide not only hot 
water but also use solar energy to put power into the central 
heating system.

ATAG Heating Group  

P.O. Box 105   7130 AC Lichtenvoorde, The Netherlands 

T: 0031 (0)544 - 391777, E: info@atagheating.com 
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A-series E-series Q-series Q-CC Q-Solar accessories


